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Sharpe's Assassin - Bernard Cornwell 2021-12-07
New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell returns with his
iconic hero, Richard Sharpe. SHARPE IS BACK. Outsider. Hero. Rogue.
And the one man you want on your side. Sharpe's Assassin is the brandnew novel in the bestselling historical series that has sold more than
twenty million copies worldwide.
Sharpe's Tiger - Bernard Cornwell 2009-10-13
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the first
exciting adventure in the world-renowned Sharpe series, chronicling the
rise of Richard Sharpe, a Private in His Majesty’s Army at the siege of
Seringapatam. “The greatest writer of historical adventures today.”
—Washington Post Richard Sharpe. Soldier, hero, rogue—the man you
always want on your side. Born in poverty, he joined the army to escape
jail and climbed the ranks by sheer brutal courage. He knows no other
family than the regiment of the 95th Rifles, whose green jacket he
proudly wears.
Sharpe's Regiment - Bernard Cornwell 2012
Richard Sharpe returns to England to save the regiment.
Kydd - Julian Stockwin 2001-08-30
From internationally bestselling author Julian Stockwell comes a
dramatic story closely based on real events following one man’s journey
as he becomes a true sailor and defender of Britain. Europe is ablaze
with war. The British prime minister is under pressure to intimidate the
French and dispatches a Navy squadron to appear off the French coast.
To man the ships, ordinary citizens must be press-ganged. Thomas Paine
Kydd, a young wig-maker from Guildford, is seized and taken across the
country to be part of the crew of the ninety-eight-gun line-of-battle ship
Duke William. The ship sails immediately and Kydd has to learn the harsh
realities of shipboard life fast. Despite all he goes through, amid dangers
of tempest and battle, he comes to admire the skills and courage of his
fellow seamen, taking up the challenge himself to become a true sailor
and defender of Britain at war. Kydd launches a masterly writing talent
and is the first installment of a thrilling new series. Based on dramatic
real events, it is classic storytelling at its best, rich with action,
exceptional characters, and a page-turning narrative.
Stonehenge - Bernard Cornwell 2009-10-13
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the tale of
three brothers and of their rivalry that created the mysterious
Stonehenge. One summer’s day, a dying stranger carrying great wealth
in gold comes to the settlement of Ratharryn. The three sons of
Ratharryn’s chief each perceive the great gift in a different way. The
eldest, Lengar, the warrior, harnesses his murderous ambition to be a
ruler and take great power for his tribe. Camaban becomes a great
visionary and feared wise man, and it is his vision that will force the
youngest brother, Saban, to create the great temple on the green hill
where the gods will appear on earth. Saban’ s love for Aurenna, the sun
bride whose destiny is to die for the gods, finally brings the rivalries of
the brothers to a head. But it is also his skills that will build the vast
temple, a place for the gods, certainly, but also a place that will confirm
for ever the supreme power of the tribe that built it.
Trafalgar - Tom Pocock 2013-06-07
Vagabond - Bernard Cornwell 2009-10-13
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the sequel to
The Archer's Tale—the spellbinding tale of a young man, a fearless
archer, who sets out wanting to avenge his family's honor and winds up
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on a quest for the Holy Grail. In 1347, a year of conflict and unrest,
Thomas of Hookton returns to England to pursue the Holy Grail. Among
the flames of the Hundred Years War, a sinister enemy awaits the fabled
archer and mercenary soldier: a bloodthirsty Dominican Inquisitor who
also seeks Christendom's most holy relic. But neither the horrors of the
battlefield nor sadistic torture at the Inquisitor's hands can turn Thomas
from his sworn mission. And his thirst for vengeance will never be
quenched while the villainous black rider who destroyed everything he
loved still lives. "Cornwell writes the best battle scenes of any writer I've
read past or present."—George R.R. Martin
Sharpe's Trafalgar - Bernard Cornwell 2000
Fresh from his heroic adventures in India (in "Sharpe's Fortress"),
Richard Sharpe faces a new enemy when the ship carrying him home is
attacked by a formidable French warship. With the help of a Royal Navy
captain, Sharpe learns the French ship carries a treaty that could ignite
renewed hostilities against the British in India.
Agincourt - Bernard Cornwell 2009-10-06
“Agincourt is classic Cornwell…[with] attention to historical detail, wellpaced action, and descriptive writing that is a pleasure to read.”
—Boston Globe Bernard Cornwell, the New York Times bestselling
“reigning king of historical fiction” (USA Today), tackles his most
thrilling, rich, and enthralling subject yet—the heroic tale of Agincourt.
The epic battle immortalized by William Shakespeare in his classic Henry
V is the background for this breathtaking tale of heroism, love, devotion,
and duty from the legendary author of the Richard Sharpe novels and the
Saxon Tales. This extraordinary adventure will captivate from page one,
proving once again and most powerfully, as author Lee Child attests, that
“nobody in the world does this stuff better than Cornwell.”
A Crowning Mercy - Bernard Cornwell 2009-03-17
The civil war that is tearing England asunder in the year 1643 has not
yet touched Dorcas Slythe, a secretly rebellious young Puritan woman
living in the countryside south of London. She aches to escape the safe,
pious tyranny of her father—and the opportunity appears with the arrival
of Toby Lazender, dashing scion of a powerful royalist family, who
awakens her to her passionate destiny. Her adventure truly begins with
the discovery of an intricately wrought gold seal—one of four that, when
joined, will reveal a great secret. Suddenly grave danger lies before
her—not from Cromwell's advancing armies, but from relentless enemies
who covet the great treasure to which she now holds the key.
The Burning Land - Bernard Cornwell 2010-03-02
The fifth installment of Bernard Cornwell’s New York Times bestselling
Saxon Tales chronicling the epic saga of the making of England, “like
Game of Thrones, but real” (The Observer, London)—the basis for The
Last Kingdom, the hit television series. At the end of the ninth century,
with King Alfred of Wessex in ill health and his heir still an untested
youth, it falls to Alfred’s reluctant warlord Uhtred to outwit and outbattle
the invading enemy Danes, led by the sword of savage warrior Harald
Bloodhair. But the sweetness of Uhtred’s victory is soured by tragedy,
forcing him to break with the Saxon king. Joining the Vikings, allied with
his old friend Ragnar—and his old foe Haesten—Uhtred devises a
strategy to invade and conquer Wessex itself. But fate has very different
plans. Bernard Cornwell’s The Burning Land is an irresistible new
chapter in his epic story of the birth of England and the legendary king
who made it possible.
Sharpe's Trafalgar - Bernard Cornwell 2009-03-17
"The greatest writer of historical adventures today." —Washington Post
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Critically acclaimed, perennial New York Times bestselling author
Bernard Cornwell (Agincourt, The Fort, the Saxon Tales) makes real
history come alive in his breathtaking historical fiction. Praised as "the
direct heir to Patrick O'Brian" (Agincourt, The Fort), Cornwell has
brilliantly captured the fury, chaos, and excitement of battle as few
writers have ever done—perhaps most vividly in his phenomenally
popular novels following the illustrious military career of British Army
officer Richard Sharpe during the late 18th and early 19th centuries.
Chronicling Sharpe's involvement in the famous Battle of Trafalgar in
1805, Sharpe's Trafalgar finds the young ensign captive on a French
warship and in gravest peril on the eve of the one of the most
spectacular naval confrontations in history. Perhaps the San Francisco
Chronicle said it best: "If only all history lessons could be as vibrant."
Sharpe's Prey - Bernard Cornwell 2009-10-13
"The greatest writer of historical adventures today." —Washington Post
Critically acclaimed, perennial New York Times bestselling author
Bernard Cornwell (Agincourt, The Fort, the Saxon Tales) makes real
history come alive in his breathtaking historical fiction. Praised as "the
direct heir to Patrick O'Brian" (Agincourt, The Fort), Cornwell has
brilliantly captured the fury, chaos, and excitement of battle as few
writers have ever done—perhaps most vividly in his phenomenally
popular novels following the illustrious military career of British Army
officer Richard Sharpe during the late 18th and early 19th centuries. In
Sharpe's Prey, Sharpe must prove his mettle once again after performing
courageously on Wellesley's battlefields in India and the Iberian
Peninsula, as he undertakes a secret mission to Copenhagen, Denmark in
1807 to prevent a resurgent Napoleon from capturing the Danish fleet.
Perhaps the San Francisco Chronicle said it best: "If only all history
lessons could be as vibrant."
Sword Song - Bernard Cornwell 2009-10-13
The fourth installment of Bernard Cornwell’s New York Times bestselling
series chronicling the epic saga of the making of England, “like Game of
Thrones, but real” (The Observer, London)—the basis for The Last
Kingdom, the hit television series. The year is 885, and England is at
peace, divided between the Danish kingdom to the north and the Saxon
kingdom of Wessex in the south. Warrior by instinct and Viking by
nature, Uhtred, the dispossessed son of a Northumbrian lord, has land, a
wife and children—and a duty to King Alfred to hold the frontier on the
Thames. But a dead man has risen, and new Vikings have invaded the
decayed Roman city of London with dreams of conquering Wessex... with
Uhtred’s help. Suddenly forced to weigh his oath to the king against the
dangerous turning tide of shifting allegiances and deadly power
struggles, Uhtred—Alfred’s sharpest sword—must now make the choice
that will determine England’s future.
Sharpe Cut - Linda Blandford 2006-04
Linda Blandford was granted exclusive access to the set of the new
Sharpe film based on the bestselling novels by Bernard Cornwell. In
'Sharpe Cut' she looks at how a film is made, from the importance of
historical accuracy, to the techniques used by the producers and what
the cast and crew get up to off set.
Sharpe's Fortress - Bernard Cornwell 2005-05-24
Richard Sharpe is caught between the British army and a renegade
Englishman holed up in a fortress with his own private soldiers, in a
novel about the British troops and their struggle to take the Indian
fortress of Mahattra in 1803. Reprint.
Between Philosophy and History - Haskell Fain 2015-03-08
This work provides a welcome antidote to some of the distortions and
biases which the two dominant schools of Anglo-American philosophical
thinking, logical positivism and ordinary language analysis have
introduced into the philosophy of history in the past three or four
decades. In particular, it challenges two powerful stereotypes: that
philosophy and history are conceptually independent of each other; and
that there exists a sharp division between "analytical" (reputable) and
"speculative" (disreputable) philosophy of history. By offering and
defending his own conception of philosophy, the author seeks to show
that there is indeed common ground between philosophy and history,
that speculative philosophy of history lies between philosophy and
history, not because it is neither philosophy nor history, but because it is
both philosophy and history. Originally published in 1970. The Princeton
Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make
available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of
these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of
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books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
Sharpe's Gold - Bernard Cornwell 2004-08-03
An action-packed historical adventure from Bernard Cornwell’s
enthralling series on the Napoleonic Wars. A daring, impossible mission
might just be their last hope. A year after the victory at Talavera, things
are looking bleak. With Wellington outnumbered, the bankrupt army’s
only hope of avoiding collapse is a hidden cache of Portuguese gold. Only
Captain Richard Sharpe is capable of stealing it—and it means turning
against his own men.
Sharpe's Fury - Bernard Cornwell 2009-10-13
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the eleventh
installment in the world-renowned Sharpe series, chronicling the rise of
Richard Sharpe, a Private in His Majesty’s Army at the siege of
Seringapatam. In the winter of 1811, the war seems lost. Spain has fallen
to the French, except for Cadiz, now the Spanish capital and itself under
siege. Inside the city walls an intricate diplomatic dance is taking place
and Richard Sharpe faces more than one enemy. The small British force
is trapped by a French army, and their only hope lies with the
outnumbered redcoats outside refusing to admit defeat. There, in the
sweltering horror of Barrosa, Sharpe will meet his old enemy Colonel
Vandal once again.
Nelson's Trafalgar - Roy Adkins 2006-10-31
An explosive chronicle of history's greatest sea battle, from the co-author
of the forthcoming Gibraltar: The Greatest Siege in British History
(March 2018) In the tradition of Antony Beevor's Stalingrad, Nelson's
Trafalgar presents the definitive blow-by-blow account of the world's
most famous naval battle, when the British Royal Navy under Lord
Horatio Nelson dealt a decisive blow to the forces of Napoleon. The
Battle of Trafalgar comes boldly to life in this definitive work that recreates those five momentous, earsplitting hours with unrivaled detail
and intensity.
Rebel - Bernard Cornwell 2009-10-13
A riveting and compelling account of Nate's initial Civil War
experience—its battles, romances and divided loyalties When Richmond
landowner Washington Faulconer snatches young Nate Starbuck from
the grip of a Yankee-hating mob, Nate is both grateful and awed by his
idealistic rescuer. Turning his back forever on the life he left in Boston,
Nate agrees to join the newly formed Faulconer's Legion, even though it
means fighting against his native North. But Nate's dilemma is only one
of many within the Legion. Faulconer's own son cannot bring himself to
fight, while his daughter's cheating fiancee plots for control of the
Faulconer family fortune. As they come together to march into battle, the
men are prepared to start a war...but they aren't ready for how
they—and the nation—will be forever changed by the oaths they have
sworn for their beloved South.
Sequels - Janet Husband 2009
A guide to series fiction lists popular series, identifies novels by
character, and offers guidance on the order in which to read
unnumbered series.
Sharpe's Honour - Bernard Cornwell 2009-03
Bold, professional, ruthless, hero and man of action 'Reluctantly, pain in
his eyes, Pakenham looked at Sharpe. "Is there anything else you have to
say?"Sharpe looked back defiantly. "Permission to die in my Rifleman's
jacket sir.""Denied." Pakenham looked as if he wanted to add that Sharpe
had disgraced his uniform, but the words would not come. "These
proceedings are over." He stood, and Sharpe was led from the
courtroom, his hands tied, condemned to the gallows.' Burdened under
the weight of grief and guilt for actions in the past, Sharpe must lead his
men in to battle once more. Victory depends on the fragile relationship
between England and Spain being maintained at all costs. But this is
war, and the French Intelligence officer, Pierre Ducos in an unholy
alliance with the Spanish inquisitor, and his brother, the sinister
Slaughterman, is determined to win for France by any method, and
central to his plan is the death of Richard Sharpe. When the manipulative
spy La Marquesa enters the fray, violence meets deadly intrigue and
Sharpe finds himself a fugitive, hunted by foe and ally alike. Soldier,
hero, rogue - Sharpe is the man you always want on your side. Born in
poverty, he joined the army to escape jail and climbed the ranks by sheer
brutal courage. He knows no other family than the regiment of the 95th
Rifles whose green jacket he proudly wears.
The Honour of Rome - Simon Scarrow 2021-11-11
A stunning novel of courage, camaraderie and deadly enemies from the
Sunday Times bestselling author of Centurion and The Emperor's Exile.
AD 59. BRITANNIA. TENSION IS SIMMERING. DANGER LIES ROUND
EVERY CORNER FOR ROME'S BRAVE SOLDIERS ... Fifteen years after
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Rome's invasion of Britannia, centurion Marco is back. The island is
settled now, bustling with commerce. Macro's goal is to help run his
mother's Londinium inn, and exploit his land grant. He's prepared for the
dismal weather and the barbaric ways of the people. But far worse
dangers threaten all his plans. A gang led by an ex-legionary rules the
city, demanding protection money and terrorising those who won't pay
up. The Roman official in charge has turned a blind eye. Macro has to
act. He needs the back-up of the finest soldier he knows: Prefect Cato.
But Cato is in distant Rome. Or is he? As the streets run red with blood,
the army's heroes face an enemy as merciless and cunning as any
barbarian tribe. The honour of Rome is in their hands ... For readers of
Bernard Cornwell, Conn Iggulden and Ben Kane - unputdownable fiction
from an author who knows the Roman world like no other. IF YOU DON'T
KNOW SIMON SCARROW, YOU DON'T KNOW ROME Praise for the
Eagles of the Empire novels: 'Scarrow's novels rank with the best'
Independent 'Blood, gore, political intrigue' Daily Sport 'Always a joy'
The Times (P) 2021 Headline Publishing Group Limited
Sharpe's Trafalgar - Bernard Cornwell 2002-07-09
"We've got the six carronades, sir, and they can throw thirty-two pounds
apiece plus a cask of musket balls as well, which will make a Frenchman
weep, sir. Or so I'm told, sir." Richard Sharpe—soldier, hero, rogue—the
man you always want on your side. Born in poverty, he joined the army to
escape jail and climbed the ranks by sheer brutal courage. He knows no
other family than the regiment of the 95th Rifles, whose green jacket he
proudly wears.
Trafalgar - Alan Schom 1992
Om optakten til det berømte slag mellem den engelske og den franskspanske flåde ved Trafalgar d. 21. oktober 1805.
Sharpe's Battle - Bernard Cornwell 2012-03-01
Richard Sharpe and his men, quartered in a crumbling Portuguese fort,
are attacked by an elite French unit, led by an old enemy of Sharpe's,
and suffer heavy losses.The army's high command blame Sharpe for the
disaster and his military career seems to be ruined. His only hope is to
redeem himself on the battlefield. So with his honour at stake, against an
overwhelming number of French troops, Sharpe leads his men to battle
in the narrow streets of Fuentes de Oñoro.
Sharpe’s Assassin (The Sharpe Series, Book 21) - Bernard Cornwell
2021-09-30
SHARPE IS BACK. The global bestseller Bernard Cornwell returns with
his iconic hero, Richard Sharpe.
Sharpe's Siege - Bernard Cornwell 2012
The Trafalgar Companion - Mark Adkin 2005
The Trafalgar Companion, detailing the battle fought between the British
Navy and the French and Spanish combined fleet in October 1805, has
been universally acclaimed as the definitive work on the subject,
distinguished by its superb illustrations, articulacy and attention to
detail. The book surpasses everything previously published on the battle
in both scale and authority. Former army officer Mark Adkin not only
describes the Trafalgar campaign and the battle itself in unprecedented
detail, he also covers Nelson’s career and earlier actions. Also included is
the wealth of background information on contemporary naval life,
seamanship, gunnery, signalling and tactics that one has come to expect
from this distinguished author. Divided into twenty chapters across nine
sections, The Trafalgar Companion can be dipped into as a reference
guide or read cover to cover. Detailing everything from the sailors,
officers and tactics to the ships themselves, each section is placed in the
context of the battle and enhanced by maps, plans, drawings and
diagrams. The book also covers Nelson’s boyhood and early years in the
Navy, his affair with Emma Hamilton, and the six other main actions in
which he took part, from the siege of Calvi in 1794 to the Battles of the
Nile and Copenhagen, as well as his funeral, memorials and enduring
fame. The Trafalgar Companion is an absolute must-have for anyone
hoping to further their understanding of both Admiral Nelson and this
iconic moment in British Naval history.
The Archer's Tale - Bernard Cornwell 2009-03-17
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the first
book in the Grail Series—the spellbinding tale of a young man, a fearless
archer, who sets out wanting to avenge his family's honor and winds up
on a quest for the Holy Grail. A brutal raid on the quiet coastal English
village of Hookton in 1342 leaves but one survivor: a young archer
named Thomas. On this terrible dawn, his purpose becomes clear—to
recover a stolen sacred relic and pursue to the ends of the earth the
murderous black-clad knight bearing a blue-and-yellow standard, a
journey that leads him to the courageous rescue of a beautiful French
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woman, and sets him on his ultimate quest: the search for the Holy Grail.
Sharpe's Triumph - Bernard Cornwell 2009-03-17
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the second
installment in the world-renowned Sharpe series, chronicling the rise of
Richard Sharpe, a Private in His Majesty’s Army at the siege of
Seringapatam. "The greatest writer of historical adventures today."
—Washington Post Richard Sharpe. Soldier, hero, rogue—the man you
always want on your side. Born in poverty, he joined the army to escape
jail and climbed the ranks by sheer brutal courage. He knows no other
family than the regiment of the 95th Rifles, whose green jacket he
proudly wears.
Wellington's Peninsular War - Julian Paget 2005-11-18
Wellington's Peninsular War provides a concise and comprehensive
account that can be enjoyed by both professional and amateur historians
and which includes details of the battlefields as they are today and how
to find and explore them. The Peninsular War (1808–1841) was part of
the twenty year struggle against Napoleon Bonaparte that involved
campaigns in Europe, the Middle East, Russia, the West Indies, South
America and South Africa and until 1914 was known as 'The Great War'.
The author has presented a balanced picture of the whole campaign and
gives due credit to the Spanish and Portuguese efforts without which
victory would not have been possible. Arranged in sections, the author
starts with a review of the whole war and the background to it and
follows with a complete chronological account of the war year by year.
Finally a chapter on each of the major battles includes maps and
photographs of the battlefields, orders of battle and instructions on how
to find the battlefield today and what to see there. The maps show the
ground as it was at the time but also include modern features to identify
where the fighting took place enabling the reader to stand where
Wellington would have stood when surveying the battlefield.
Sharpe's Havoc - Bernard Cornwell 2009-03-17
New York Times Bestselling Author Newly Reissued Richard Sharpe
returns to the battlefields of the Iberian Peninsula, where he and his men
bravely fight the French invasion into Portugal in 1809. The worldrenowned Sharpe series is now available with gorgeous packaging for a
new generation of readers A few years after Richard Sharpe’s heroic
exploits on the battlefields of Trafalgar, Sharpe finds himself once again
in Portugal, fighting the savage armies of Napoleon Bonaparte, as they
try to bring the whole of the Iberian Peninsula under their control.
Travelling with a small British contingent, Sharpe is on the lookout for
Kate Savage, the daughter of an English wine shipper, who has gone
missing a few months before. But just as he follows the first leads to the
missing girl, the French onslaught on Portugal begins and the city of
Oporto becomes a bloody scene of carnage and disaster as it falls into
the hands of the enemy.
Books Out Loud - 2007
Sharpe 3-Book Collection 3: Sharpe’s Trafalgar, Sharpe’s Prey,
Sharpe’s Rifles - Bernard Cornwell 2011-10-01
Three classic Richard Sharpe adventures.
The Fort - Bernard Cornwell 2010-09-28
After the British establish a fort on the Penobscot River, the
Massachusetts patriots--among them General Peleg Wadsworth and
Colonel Paul Revere--mount an expedition to oust the redcoats.
Sharpe 3-Book Collection 1: Sharpe’s Tiger, Sharpe’s Triumph, Sharpe’s
Fortress - Bernard Cornwell 2011-11-15
Three classic Richard Sharpe adventures.
Sharpe's Escape - Bernard Cornwell 2005-03-29
At the height of the 1810 battle of Bussaco, Captain Richard Sharpe finds
himself separated from his company and lured into a trap from which he
must escape in order to rejoin the conflict at the Lines of Torres Vedras
and stop French invaders at Lisbon. By the author of Sharpe's Havoc.
Reprint.
The War for All the Oceans - Roy Adkins 2008-07-29
A brutal, action-packed account of the sea battles of the Napoleonic War
by the author of the bestselling Nelson’s Trafalgar and co-author of the
forthcoming Gibraltar: The Greatest Siege in British History (March
2018) As he did with his much lauded Nelson’s Trafalgar, Roy Adkins
(now writing with wife Lesley) again thrusts readers into the perils and
thrills of early-nineteenth-century warfare. From its very first page, this
is an adventure story--a superb account of the naval war that lasted from
Napoleon’s seizure of power in 1798 to the War of 1812 with the United
States. Providing a ringside seat to the decisive battles, as well as
detailed and vivid portraits of sailors and commanders, press-gangs,
prostitutes, and spies, The War for All the Oceans is “a rollicking,
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patriotic account of the Napoleonic wars that will go down well with
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Master and Commander fans” (The Telegraph).
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